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Executive Summary
This deliverable presents the methods developed during Task T5.3 “Grasping
Monitoring and Maintenance during Transfer”, which focuses on slippage detection
and prevention of grasped objects. This work was carried out in the context of
WP5, responsible for developing the RAMCIP methods for “Advanced Grasping
and Manipulation”, in the scope of the European Union (EU) HORIZON 2020
Programme (H2020) Research and Innovation Action RAMCIP. The aim of this
document is to describe the efforts towards the establishment of the methods
that provide RAMCIP robot with the necessary skills for retaining grasp stability
while transferring an object towards a target.
In order to deal with the grasp stability maintenance requirements of domestic
objects for the RAMCIP robot and its target application scenarios, the T5.3 efforts
targeted on providing the tools for detecting and preventing slippage of grasped
domestic objects. As a key contribution of the T5.3 efforts, the RAMCIP advances
involve novel techniques for detecting slippage, by utilizing physics based
features extracted from recorded force profiles for training of several machine
learning classifiers, as well as contact surface normal estimation, based on the
assumption that initial grasp of an object is done while it is supported by a
surface.
After a brief introduction (Section 1), a summary of related works that have been
reviewed during this task is presented, including an overview of state-of-the art
(SoA) slippage detection techniques (Section 2). A representative SoA approach,
based on slippage detection through vibrations, as well as a novel approach,
introducing physics-inspired features, are analysed (Section 3) and subsequently
evaluated comparatively with respect to the RAMCIP needs (Section 4).
Performance evaluation results show that the proposed solution, including novel
features, is robust at least for the experimental object used (pillbox). Conclusions
of the reported work are drawn and presented in the final part of this document
(Section 5).
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1. Introduction
1.1 Scope of the deliverable
The scope of this deliverable is to present the methodologies that have been
researched and developed within Task T5.3 “Grasp monitoring and maintenance
during transfer”, which concern the RAMCIP robot’s slippage detection and
prevention capabilities.
The methodologies reported herein take into account the purpose of RAMCIP
robot to operate in domestic environments and to assist humans suffering from
mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and early-stage Alzheimer disease (AD). In
accordance to the RAMCIP target use cases described in the deliverable D2.1, this
involves tasks such as planning and executing feasible grasps of domestic objects
in various situations: a small pills box lying on a high shelf, a large bottle of water
standing on the table or even objects that have fallen on the floor.
The main objective is to use the state-of-the-art results for object grasping
maintenance, but also to enhance the existent methodologies, in case they do not
suffice. This means dealing with state-of-the-art difficulties for slippage detection
such as diverse contact surface properties, unknown contact point location,
unavailability of early feedback on slip’s occurrence or differentiation between
slippage and noise-disturbances. These situations are encountered in most grasps
and in domestic environments as well. In the context of T5.3, inspirations for
developing the RAMCIP’s robotic grasp maintenance methodologies stem from the
remarkable efficacy with which humans manipulate objects by stably preserving
them in hand on an everyday basis.

1.2 Relation to other deliverables
Methods for object grasping and manipulation developed in T5.3 take closely into
account the use cases reported in the deliverable D2.1, as well as the technical
specifications and overall architecture of the RAMCIP robotic system, defined in
the project deliverables D2.2 and D2.3, respectively. Moreover, the grasping
methodologies consider the first version of RAMCIP hand, equipped with tactile
sensors on the fingertips, as this is described in D7.4, which is incorporated in the
lab evaluation of the grasp stability maintenance strategies.
Prevention of slippage requires appropriate adjustment of RAMCIP hand’s fingers,
closing as much as required to maintain grasp stability. Commands can be given
directly to robot hand or in conjunction with the grasp controller developed in
T5.2 as described in D5.2.
Finally, the object grasp stability maintenance is linked with the arm reaching as
this is developed in T5.1 and described in D5.1, having the safe movement of the
platform as a prerequisite, since interaction with the environment and
corresponding accelerations influence the grasp’s stability.

1.3 Deliverable structure
The deliverable is structured and organized in the following sections/chapters:
Chapter 1 provides the introduction of this deliverable and outlines its scope as
well as its relation to other deliverables.
Chapter 2 presents the related work that is relevant to each component of this
task. The literature review and the state-of-the-art are presented as far as tactile
sensing and grasp stability through slippage detection are concerned. Also, in this
chapter, the RAMCIP advances are summarized.
Chapter 3 presents the proposed slippage detection strategy, which introduces a
novel approach, combining friction and vibration based techniques.
December 2016
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Chapter 4 deals with the experimental evaluation of the methodologies described
in the previous chapters. Also, it provides the software implementation of the
methodologies. The experiments concern the evaluation of the methodologies on
real hardware by means of V1 RAMCIP Hand.
Chapter 5 provides the conclusions about the methods presented in the previous
chapters, discusses the results and summarizes the findings.
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2. Related Work
The advent of technology in our lives, has increased demand both in industry and
social life for faster delivery of products and services, thus making automation
and robots necessary almost everywhere, be it for heavy, demanding, dangerous
or everyday tasks, requiring precision, consistency and safety. One of the
desirable key skills of such robots is autonomous dexterous manipulation, or in
other words in-hand object handling. Usually robots have available in their
“arsenal” a pool of sensory information, such as vision, proximity, temperature or
tactile sensing, which they have to combine in order to perceive the environment,
take decisions and act. In case of assistive robots, like RAMCIP, which try to
complete tasks in the most efficient, safe and human-friendly way, tactile sensing
is of utmost importance.
This becomes more obvious, considering that tactile sensing feedback is crucial
even for humans, since its absence, either due to malfunction, disability [1] or
local anaesthesia [2], causes tactile deficits during manipulation tasks, indicating
that even for a complex and advanced system like the human organism, diverse
sensory inputs have their own significance and cannot be substituted or omitted,
if successful and safe completion of tasks is required. This section inherits the
general outline of a review on tactile sensing [3] with several up-to-date
additions, presenting the existing tactile sensing technologies as well as their
utilization for complex tasks, emphasizing on slippage detection.

2.1 Tactile Sensors
Information relative to properties of interacting surfaces can be provided either
by cutaneous tactile sensors or proprioceptive sensors (like joint angle sensors
and actuator torque sensors), with the latter being capable of approximating
contact forces, while the former giving much richer and more precise information
about them, and thus being widely used for either response (e.g. presence and
measurement of contact force), exploration (e.g. object’s surface, structural and
functional properties) or manipulation purposes (e.g. slip detection).

2.1.1

Characteristics

Some core characteristics describing the nature of tactile sensors are spatial
resolution (density of tactile sensing components), sensitivity (smallest detectable
variation
of
pressure/force),
frequency
response,
hysteresis/memory
(time/accuracy for returning to initial shape), wiring, flexibility (ease of
attaching/mounting), surface properties (compliance, friction) and robustness
(endurance). These characteristics help distinguish among diverse sensor types
and choose according to one’s needs.

2.1.2

Technologies

Different tactile sensing technologies, whose advantages and disadvantages can
be seen in Table 1, are presented below:
1. Piezoresistive sensors (PRes.), which rely on change of electrical
resistance due to mechanical deformation.
2. Capacitive sensors (Cap.), whose conductive plates are separated by a
compressible dielectric material, regulating total capacitance.
3. Piezoelectric sensors (PEI), which induce electrical charge generation in
crystalline material due to mechanical deformation.
4. Quantum Tunnel Composite sensors (QTC), which change between
insulating and conducting behaviour under compression, based on
quantum tunnelling occurring when the metal plates get too close to each
other.
December 2016
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5. Optical sensors (Opt.), which use optical reflection between surfaces with
different refractive indices to detect changes of contact force.
6. Sensors based on barometric measurements (BarS.) use transducers to
measure pressure in liquids and air, which serve as propagation media for
vibrations.
7. Multi-modal Tactile sensors, which combine several sensing mechanisms,
such as pressure distribution arrays, dynamic tactile sensors, thermal and
proximity sensors.
8. Structure-born sound tactile sensors (SoundS.), which use accelerometers
and microphones to detect vibrations and waves in solid structures,
serving as propagation media.

Table 1. Advantages and Disadvantages of different tactile sensor technologies.

Type

Advantages

Disadvantages

Piezoresistive (PRes.)

Abundance of
commercial solutions,
simple manufacturing,
flexible

Non-linear response,
temperature and
moistness dependent,
fatigue, memory effect
on hysteresis

Capacitive (Cap.)

Abundance of
commercial solutions,
flexible, possibly higher
bandwidth than PRes.

Susceptible to electromagnetic noise,
temperature sensitivity,
non-linear response,
hysteresis

Piezoelectric (PEI)

Very high bandwidth

Temperature dependent,
dynamic sensing only

Quantum Tunnel
Composite (QTC)

Linear response, higher
dynamic range (w.r.t.
Cap. and PRes.)

More complex for
manufacturing (w.r.t.
Cap. and PRes.)

Optical (Opt.)

High spatial resolution,
high sensitivity,
repeatability, immunity
to EM noise

Bulky, higher power
consumption, higher
computational costs

Barometric
Measurements based
(BarS.) [liquid]

High spatial resolution,
high sensitivity,
temperature and
moistness independent

Low spatial resolution

Structure-born Sound
(SoundS.)

High bandwidth

Dynamic sensing only

2.1.3

Types & Hand integration

Tactile sensors are also distinguished by their density and type of response [4].
Density represents the amount of sensing “cells” per unit area, commencing from
1 cell up to 𝑛 cells, usually organized in arrays, otherwise known as taxels or
tactels. Type of response stands for either static or dynamic measurements,
namely position/pressure/force/torque readings or vibrations respectively. In the
case of a single sensing cell, where usually force and torque values (in each
direction of ℝ3 ) as well as the sensor’s shape are known, an estimation of the
December 2016
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contact’s point location can also be made. Contact point location is more easily
estimated in the case of tactels, which have an advantage concerning contact
shape and pressure distribution information, but lack efficient information on
force direction. Figure 1 shows an example of different tactile sensor types,
whose properties are also summarised in Table 2.

Figure 1. Example of different tactile sensor types on a robot hand.

Table 2. Important parameters perceived by tactile sensors during contact.

SENSOR

PARAMETER

LOCATION

Tactile array sensor
(tactel)

Pressure distribution,
local shape

Outer surface of finger
tip

Finger tip force-toque
sensor

Contact force and torque
vectors

Directly after or very
close to finger tip

Finger joint angle
sensor

Finger tip position,
contact location

Motor or finger joints

Actuator effort sensor

Motor torque

Motor or finger joints

Dynamic tactile
sensor

Vibration, stress
changes, slip, etc.

Outer surface of finger
tip

Whenever a desired control approach is designed, a common issue that usually
arises is integration of tactile sensors with robot hands. Parameters that play an
essential role are the shape of the mounting surface, the amount of wiring
needed and the flexibility/adaptability of both the sensor and the robot hand.
Except for directly mounting sensors on fingertips, some approaches make use of
tactile gloves with sensors scattered across their surface, while others propose
the usage of large area tactile skin for robotic hands, arms or even
December 2016
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humanoids/platforms, arising however issues of wiring and computational
complexity as well as power consumption. A wide list of robot hands and sensors
used is given in [3], along with the attempted utilization purposes, which are
briefly mentioned in the next subsection.

2.2 Utilization of Sensors, Grasp Stability & Slippage
Detection
Grasping is one of the fundamental skills that service or industrial robots are
expected to have, so careful planning is required beforehand, a challenging task
on its own. If object properties (shape, position, physical properties) are known,
then analytical approaches involving force and form closures can be employed
[5]. In the more general case though, object parameters are uncertain, making
grasp stability even more challenging to approach [6], [7]. In some approaches,
robot grasping has been attempted by using proximity sensors [8], while others
either treat grasping as a control problem using simple robot hands [9], or adopt
both model based planning and force feedback using more dexterous robot hands
[10].
However, the state-of-the-art for assessing grasp stability strongly involves the
usage of tactile sensing. Until recently, tactile feedback has been widely used for
either haptic devices, telecommunication, legged robots [11] or for event-driven
manipulation, namely phase (contact, rolling, sliding) detection [4]. Only lately
has tactile information begun being used for more advanced tasks, such as grasp
stability using slippage prediction/detection, tactile object recognition, tactile
servoing and force control with tactile sensors. Tactile object recognition can be
further divided into tactile object identification, texture recognition and contact
pattern recognition, while tactile servoing implies exploration based on tactile
feedback in the absence of visual or other sensing information. This deliverable
focuses on grasp stability by successfully predicting slippage, whose attempted
approaches can be divided in three categories, namely techniques based on
friction, vibrations and tactile “image” patterns.

2.2.1

Friction based

When humans try to pick up and manipulate an object, they take into account the
estimated friction coefficient between the contacting surfaces as well as load
conditions and adjust grasping forces based on tactile feedback accordingly. The
stability of the grasp is evaluated by the ratio of normal 𝑓𝑛 to tangential 𝑓𝑡 forces
and static friction coefficient 𝜇. Slippage is avoided by maintaining force exerted
on contact point within the friction cone (Figure 2), namely preserving the
𝑓
following condition [5]: 1 < 𝜇 𝑛 . Some of the attempted approaches either apply
𝑓𝑡

Kalman filtering on data from pressure sensing arrays to evaluate forces and
preserve them inside the friction cone [12] or predict slippage by computing the
break-away friction ratio of a contact by estimating the coefficients of the
dynamic LuGre friction model through 2 exploratory motions [13]. Some even
exploit the object’s thermal properties due to energy dissipation caused by
friction when slippage occurs [14].
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Figure 2. Example of contact point's friction cone, whose surface separates slip
from stable

2.2.2

Vibration based

Another way of detecting slippage is related to the ability of detecting slip’s
vibration frequencies (up to 1kHz [15]), an approach already implemented for
prosthetic hands [15]–[17]. For this purpose, piezoelectric and capacitive sensors
have been widely used due to their high sampling rate potential. Dynamic tactile
signals can be processed both in time and in frequency domain. For the time
domain approach, a high-pass filter can be used with a given level of disturbances
indicating slip, as in [18], where an accelerometer is also used to distinguish
among phases like making or losing contact. Most approaches, however, are
based on the transformation to the frequency domain and the calculation of
spectral power, which denotes slip if a certain threshold is surpassed. This can be
seen in [9], which uses DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) or in [19], which uses
Fourier transform and distinguishes between 2 types of slippage, robot hand /
object and object / environment. Other approaches [20] use STFT (Short Time
Fourier Transform), which is the Fourier Transform on a window of predefined
length that scans sequentially the whole input signal, resulting in frequency
information over time, thus making machine learning approaches suitable for
training and classification of slippage [21].

2.2.3

Pattern based

Signals from tactile arrays can be considered as grayscale images, so
corresponding vision techniques are appropriate to extract features of contact
patterns and estimate grasp stability. For example, [22] uses a tactel (44x44
cells) with low sampling frequency (60Hz) to initially estimate location of contact
point and orientation of object w.r.t. the gripper by using image moments and
subsequently predict slippage by estimating the ratio between “slipping” and
“stationary” among the contacting tactel cells and thus detecting both incipient
and steady-state slip. Another approach is [23], which considers grasp stability as
a probability distribution that depends on tactile images acquired from pressure
distribution sensing arrays, joint configuration of the hand, object information and
grasp information. Grasp stability is evaluated by analysing tactile images and
hand configurations based on supervised machine learning algorithms (e.g.
Adaboost, SVM, HMM).
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2.3 RAMCIP advances
Considering advantages as well as limitations of Optoforce tactile sensors used for
RAMCIP (not a tactel, see next chapter), our approach combines vibration
with friction based techniques, along with contact point location
estimation, in order to exploit advantages of both techniques for successful
slippage detection and react effectively to maintain grasp stability. In particular,
although slippage detection through vibrations is among the SoA techniques, its
enrichment with physics inspired features is –to our knowledge- novel, leading to
an improved slippage detection capability. Moreover, the combination of the
outcome of several machine learning classifiers into one deciding classifier, which
in our case is an ensemble Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), exploits each classifier’s
advantages, resulting in a more accurate detection of slippage events. Finally,
given that Optoforce tactile sensors cannot estimate contact normal, which is of
utmost importance for the accurate computation of friction-cone based features, a
solution is proposed, based on the fact that target objects are supported by a
surface.
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3. Proposed Approach
3.1 RAMCIP requirements
MCI and older people may need, more often than ordinary, assistance with their
daily needs, like finding their pills or drinking water, rendering tasks, like
grasping and transferring objects safely by the robot, of the utmost
importance for acquiring the desired quality of service and delivering a
satisfactory and pleasant user experience. Grasp safety during transfer means
that slippage should be avoided, while taking care not to exert excessive forces
so as not to distort or break the object. Simply applying the maximum force on
every object to avoid slippage is an undesirable solution, since that would also
produce high torques w.r.t. the centre of grasp, lurking dangers and uncertainties
concerning both the object’s state and behaviour, as well as the user’s and
robot’s safety. Thus, a more delicate approach is required for RAMCIP and this
section focuses on this direction.

3.2 Motivation
3.2.1

Detection of Slippage by Humans

Humans are privileged with extremely acute senses, fast perception and
processing skills, as well as flexibility and manipulability. As such, it is desirable
to discover and understand the underlying mechanisms of human sensing and
particularly how slippage is detected by fingertips, since RAMCIP intends to
achieve an efficiently safe grasp. Humans are able to grasp unknown objects,
regulating the applied force for successful lifting, handling and manipulation. They
achieve that by detecting skin deformations and micro-vibrations during the
occurrence of a tactile incident (touching, lifting, sliding, placing), possessing skin
receptors (fast adapting{FA-I,FA-II} and slow adapting{SA-I,SA-II}), which
respond to frequencies mainly up to 400Hz and have diverse stimulation patterns
[2], [24]–[26], whose combination facilitates the detection of different tactile
events (Table 3).
Table 3. Characteristics of mechanoreceptors on human finger tip‘s skin.

RECEPTOR
TYPE

FIELD
DIAMETER

FREQUENCY
RANGE
(approximately)

POSTULATED
SENSED
PARAMETER

FA-I

3-4mm

5-50Hz

Skin stretch

SA-I

3-4mm

DC-30Hz

Compressive stress
(curvature)

FA-II

>20mm

40-400Hz

Vibration

SA-II

>10mm

DC-15Hz

Directional skin
stretch

Considering that even humans perform poorly on the absence of tactile
information, as experiments with local fingertip malfunction, disability [1] or
anesthesia [2] have shown, the importance of a corresponding sensing
mechanism in our case becomes even more imperative.

3.2.2

Slippage Detection through friction cone

Initially, some basic concepts and symbols that are used should be defined to
facilitate analysis later on. Assume that a robot hand is available and measures
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three dimensional force using tactile sensors at its finger tips with a high
𝑠
sampling rate. Let ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑓 = 𝑠[𝑓𝑥 , 𝑓𝑦 , 𝑓𝑧 ] ∈ ℝ3 be the force measured w.r.t. tactile
sensor’s frame of reference {𝑆}, as shown in Figure 8, hereby used as 𝑓 for
simplicity, where 𝑓𝑥 , 𝑓𝑦 , 𝑓𝑧 are the components of 𝑓. Let also ⃗𝑓⃗𝑡 , ⃗⃗⃗
𝑓𝑛 denote the
tangential and normal vectors to the contact surface respectively and 𝜇 be the
friction coefficient between the sensor and the contacting surface. Thus 𝑓 could
also be expressed as 𝑓 = ⃗𝑓⃗𝑡 + ⃗⃗⃗
𝑓𝑛 (Figure 2), with 𝑓, 𝑓𝑡 , 𝑓𝑛 denoting the corresponding
vector norms, where 𝑓𝑡 = √𝑓𝑥 2 + 𝑓𝑦 2 and 𝑓𝑛 = 𝑓𝑧 in case

⃗⃗⃗𝑧
𝑓
⃗⃗⃗𝑧 |
|𝑓

coincides with the surface

𝑓
normal. Whenever the physical property | 𝑡⁄𝑓 | ≤ 𝜇 is satisfied, the measured force
𝑛
lies inside the friction cone and the contact is stable, otherwise slippage occurs.

3.2.3

Slippage Detection through vibrations

Most approaches are usually based on measurements from sensors of high
frequency sampling rate, one of which [20] was selected for implementation and
comparative evaluation, and hereby called vibration approach. The vibration
approach measures the norm of applied force |𝑓| on contact and computes its FFT
(Fast Fourier Transform), from which it keeps only the magnitude |𝐹𝐹𝑇(|𝑓|)| and
feeds it for training into an artificial neural network. The trained neural network is
finally used to classify new measurements as slipping or not.

3.3 Proposed Approach for RAMCIP
Grasp stability maintenance is achieved by initially detecting if slippage is present
(slippage detection strategy) and then reacting accordingly (reaction strategy).

3.3.1

Slippage Detection Strategy

Considering the existence of tactile sensors, that provide 3D force readings at a
high frequency, it is straightforward to attempt a combinatory approach in order
to exploit -if possible- the advantages of both friction and frequency-vibration
based techniques. Our proposal combines these two techniques during the feature
extraction procedure and uses the resulting feature vectors as input for the
training of several classification approaches, which distinguish between slip and
stable contacts, among which we choose the best performing for RAMCIP needs.

3.3.1.1

Feature Extraction

In the scope of this deliverable, the feature extraction process involves initially
the selection of a representative temporal feature, namely information directly
derived from force profiles, and afterwards, the computation of frequency content
of the selected temporal feature. Table 4 depicts the temporal and frequency
features selected for evaluation for RAMCIP (see Annex II for more intuition and
details), among which the most suitable combination will be chosen.
The vibration’s approach temporal feature is the magnitude of the applied force
|𝑓 |, which is rather intuitive, but gives the same importance to all components,
thus it does not distinguish if a variation is caused by stimulus acting on
𝑓
tangential or normal direction. For this reason, the alternative | 𝑡⁄𝑓 | is considered
𝑛
for RAMCIP. It becomes clear from the friction cone analysis (see 3.2.2) that 𝑓𝑡 , 𝑓𝑛
𝑓
as well as their nonlinear combination 𝑡⁄𝑓 may be strong candidates for the
𝑛
representation of information enclosed in measured force profiles, since 𝑓𝑡
represents the whole tangential plane at contact point and it may arbitrarily lie
therein, while 𝑓𝑛 represents the normal to the contact surface, giving an estimate
of how much adjustment is needed to avoid slippage.
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Table 4. Features selected for evaluation.

Temporal
Features
(𝑡𝑓)

Frequency
Features
(𝑓𝑓)

Vibration Approach

Novel Attempted Approach

𝑡𝑓1 = |𝑓 | = √𝑓𝑥 2 + 𝑓𝑦 2 + 𝑓𝑧 2

𝑓
𝑡𝑓2 = | 𝑡⁄𝑓 |
𝑛

Same importance to all
components (due to
limitations of sensor)

Combines physical properties of
contacting surfaces (friction
coefficient 𝜇) non-linearly
𝑓𝑓2 (𝑡𝑓) = [ℜ{𝐹𝐹𝑇(𝑡𝑓)}

𝑓𝑓1 (𝑡𝑓) = |𝐹𝐹𝑇(𝑡𝑓)|
Only magnitude of complex
FFT, but fewer dimensions

ℑ{𝐹𝐹𝑇(𝑡𝑓)}]

Complex FFT to make use of all
information available

Additionally, the frequency content of temporal features is computed using FFT,
whose output is complex. The vibration approach takes FFT’s magnitude as a
feature, while we further consider taking both real and imaginary parts in case
valuable information concerning slippage is included in both parts.
The best choice of temporal and frequency feature combination seems to be
𝑓
𝑓𝑓1 (𝑡𝑓2 ), namely |𝐹𝐹𝑇 (| 𝑡⁄𝑓 |)|, as will be presented and supported by experimental
𝑛
results in the next chapter.

3.3.1.2

Frequency based analysis

In order to investigate the significance of the frequency content of input force
signals, the properties of their FFT transformation are examined. Figure 3 and
Figure 4 show the mean FFTs of slip and stable dataset parts (for dataset
collection see Section 4.4) of 1st and 2nd fingers, computed on norm and ratio of
tangential to normal components of measured force respectively. From these
figures, the common observation arises that slip parts have richer frequency
content than stable ones, indicating the possibility to utilize machine learning
classification techniques for slippage detection. Hereby, without loss of generality,
the ratio of tangential to normal components of measured force will be used for
the displayed results (unless stated otherwise).

Figure 3. Mean FFTs for slipping and stable data of finger1 and slipping data of
finger2. FFT computed on norm of measured force.
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Figure 4. Mean FFTs for slipping and stable data of finger1 and slipping data of
finger2. FFT computed on ratio of tangential to normal components of measured
force.

3.3.1.3

Classification using Curve Fitting

Before investigating machine learning approaches, which may as well be an
overkill, a simple approach, using curve approximation of FFT, was also
implemented to deduce if the problem of classification of slippage is linearly
separable and therefore, using a threshold could be adequate. The curves
selected for approximation of FFT are presented in Table 5, where least squares
were utilized to achieve best matching. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the
approximation curves fitted on mean of FFTs (without the DC[0Hz] component) of
slip and stable datasets respectively. The concept is that a threshold (𝑇),
extracted from the fitted curves on FFTs of slip (𝐶 𝑠𝑙𝑝 ) and stable (𝐶 𝑠𝑏𝑙 ) cases, may
be an adequate decision boundary. We examined if such a threshold can be
deduced from the part of the FFT that seems to us having the most interest,
namely the slope/gradient at zero (𝐶̇ ). The threshold is then computed by
𝑇 = max(|𝐶̇ 𝑠𝑏𝑙 |) + (min(|𝐶̇ 𝑠𝑙𝑝 |) − max(|𝐶̇ 𝑠𝑏𝑙 |))/2, but may as well be optimally extracted
by learning approaches, which minimize learning error.

Table 5. Curves for approximation of FFT.

#

Approximation parameter

𝑪(𝒕)

𝑪̇(𝟎)

1

Linear fit

𝐶𝑙 = 𝑎𝑡 + 𝑏

𝐶𝑙̇ (0) = 𝑎

2

Exponential fit

𝐶𝑒1 = 𝑎𝑒 𝑏𝑡

𝐶𝑒1̇ (0) = 𝑎𝑏

3

Double Exponential fit

𝐶𝑒2 = 𝑎𝑒 𝑏𝑡 + 𝑐𝑒 𝑑𝑡

𝐶𝑒2̇ (0) = 𝑎𝑏 + 𝑐𝑑

Results are shown in next chapter, but summarizing here, it seems that the
extracted thresholds show mediocre separation between the two classes, with the
best performing being the exponential fit. More intuitively, results show possible
identification of transitions from stable to slippage (or disturbance), while steady
state slippage is missed, rising the necessity of employing more advanced
techniques, like machine learning.
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Figure 5. Approximation Curves fitted on mean FFT of stable dataset for 1st
finger.

Figure 6. Approximation Curves fitted on mean FFT of slip dataset for 2nd finger.

3.3.1.4

Classification using Machine Learning

Supervised Machine Learning, given some input and its corresponding label-class,
can train a model to fit-represent the input data. The trained model can then be
used to classify new input into one among the input classes-labels. For our case,
as soon as the frequency feature vector, presented previously, is computed, it is
used as input for training several (14) classifiers which are briefly listed below
(for more details see Annex III) and evaluated in the next chapter:
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Table 6. Supervised Machine Learning Classifiers implemented.

#

Classifier

1

K-Nearest Neighbours

2

SVM (Support Vector Machine) with linear kernel

3

SVM with rbf (radial basis function) kernel

4

Gaussian Naïve-Bayes

5

LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis)

6

QDA (Quadratic Discriminant Analysis)

7

MLP [or ANN] (Multi-Layer Perceptron [or Artificial Neural Network])

8

Lasso

9

Linear Regression

10

Logistic Regression

11

Decision Trees

12

Ensemble method: Random Forests

13

Ensemble method: Adaboost

14

Ensemble method: custom MLP

In brief, according to performance metrics utilized, which are described in chapter
4 of this deliverable, the Ensemble MLP is the best performing classifier; the latter
combines the classification outputs of all the remaining classifiers to take a
decision.

3.3.2

Reaction-Control Strategy

The control strategy includes acting by commanding the fingers to close
whenever slippage is detected until the grasp is safe or the finger’s joint positiontorque limit is reached. Holding an object with maximum achievable force may
deform or destroy an object and it is in general undesirable. The highest grasping
forces tested for the pill box that was utilised for the experiments of this
deliverable did not deform or harm the object. However other objects which are
softer may require more delicate handling, an issue which can be addressed by
setting an upper force software limit, during the RAMCIP integration procedure.
Additionally, if safety force limits are reached, a low reference robot’s velocity will
be commanded, to reduce disturbance loads on the object, arising from the
required robot’s accelerations. The control strategy is also depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Reaction-Control strategy for RAMCIP.

3.4 Contact point estimation
A main problem occurs if the tactile sensor lacks contact point estimation. When
grasping an object, the contact surface normal may not lie close to sensor’s frame
of reference normal, resulting in misinterpretations of the tangential and normal
components 𝑓𝑡 , 𝑓𝑛 , which should be computed as accurately as possible, since the
𝑓
novel feature | 𝑡⁄𝑓 | is entirely based on them. Figure 8 clarifies with an example
𝑛
how a normal contact force is misinterpreted as having both tangential and
normal components in the Sensor’s frame {𝑆}, when the contact point is far from
the sensor’s centre, in which case {𝑆} and {𝐶} differ in orientation. One way to
tackle this shortcoming is to make the assumption that initially the grasp does not
involve tangential forces, since it refers to objects supported by a surface, thus
𝑠
the measured force ̂
𝑓0 =

𝑠𝑓
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
0
𝑠𝑓 |
|⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

(w.r.t. {𝑆}) is close to the contact’s surface normal

0

𝑐
𝑐
𝑠
𝑐
̂
𝑓𝑛 (w.r.t. {𝐶}): ̂
𝑓𝑛 ≈ ̂
𝑓0 . Given an estimate of ̂
𝑓𝑛 , it is possible to estimate
frame {𝐶}, which in turn facilitates the transformation of measured forces from {𝑆}
to {𝐶}. If 𝑅𝑐𝑠 is the rotation matrix from {𝑆} to {𝐶}, then
𝑐
𝑠
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑓 = 𝑅𝑐𝑠 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑓

(1)

where 𝑅𝑠𝑐 = 𝑅𝑐𝑠 𝑇 the rotation from {𝐶} to {𝑆} and
𝑐
𝑠
̂
𝑧=[̂
𝑓0 ],

𝑐
𝑠
𝑠
̂
𝑦=[̂
𝑓0 × ̂
𝑧],

𝑐
𝑐
𝑐
̂
𝑥 = [̂
𝑦× ̂
𝑧],

𝑐
𝑅𝑠𝑐 = [ ̂
𝑥

𝑐
̂
𝑦

𝑐
̂
𝑧]

(2)

Thus, when contact is established for the first time and the object is still
𝑐
𝑠
supported by a surface, an estimation of ̂
𝑓𝑛 ≈ ̂
𝑓0 can be made and all
measurements afterwards can be transformed to the contact’s frame by using
Equations (1),(2).
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Figure 8. Example of an applied force 𝒇𝟎 w.r.t contact’s frame {C} and sensor’s
frame {S}. It is obvious that the measurement is misinterpreted if {C} has
different orientation from {S}.
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4. Experimental Analysis – Implementation
4.1 Software architecture
The consortium has reached a consensus on using the ROS framework for
developing the RAMCIP software. Thus, the software modules which implement
the grasp maintenance strategies are developed as ROS packages and are
compliant with the interfaces and conventions of ROS in order to avoid the
integration overhead with the rest of RAMCIP’s software. All components
described below are implemented in Python which is supported by ROS (along
with C++), thus communication with other nodes is done seamlessly.

4.1.1

RAMCIP Slippage Detection Component

The RAMCIP Slippage Detection Component (SDC) is the module which decides on
the grasp stability. The SDC is implemented in Python, takes as input the
measurements from the tactile sensors, computes the desired features, and
decides on whether slippage occurs based on output of pre-trained classification
models. It returns as output detection of slippage (1) or not (0).

4.1.2

RAMCIP Reaction to Slippage Component

The RAMCIP Reaction to Slippage Component (RSC) is the module which decides
on the commands towards other RAMCIP components in order to maintain grasp
stability. It takes as input whether slippage occurs or not and acts accordingly
either by sending corrective commands to the robot hand for position of the
fingers or by commanding reduction of the robot platform’s velocity, as shown in
Figure 7.

4.1.3

Integration with adjacent software components

Initially, the SDC node awaits confirmation either by the grasp controller or by
the tactile sensors that an object has been grasped from a supporting surface.
Immediately after such initiation of the node, the contact normal is estimated and
all incoming force measurements are transformed to the contact’s frame of
reference, to avoid misinterpretations of read forces, which would in turn affect
the feature computation. Then the feature extraction procedure takes place as
described below, where the magnitude of FFT of ratio of tangential to normal
𝑓
force is computed (|𝐹𝐹𝑇 (| 𝑡⁄𝑓 |)|) and fed into a collection of classifiers to estimate
𝑛
if slippage is present or not. The classifier output is fed to the RSC node, which
decides on the reaction strategy, namely maintaining or altering the current
configuration, by sending appropriate commands to the robot hand or the robot
platform, or the responsible nodes for their operation.

4.2 Experimental Setup
For the experiments, the RAMCIP V1 Hand with Optoforce tactile sensors was
used, fixed on a table, in order to avoid any additional movement or disturbance
as far as possible and isolate information directly related to slippage. ROS was
used for communication, commanding and recording of data, adjusting from the
provided Optoforce sensor’s ROS-interface the sampling rate at maximum
(1000Hz) without filtering.

4.3 Optoforce 3-Axis Sensor
An appropriate sensor is necessary to read the forces applied on the contact point
between the object and each fingertip of the robot. Unlike several approaches
described in Section 2 (Related Work), which mostly use arrays of tactile sensors
or strain-gauges, the RAMCIP Hand uses Optoforce’s 3-Axis Force Sensor [27],
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which is made of silicone, forming a soft sensitive hemisphere (Figure 9),
combining compliance, abrasion, durability and low hysteresis’ reshape. This
sensor measures the applied force (𝑓𝑥 , 𝑓𝑦 , 𝑓𝑧 ) w.r.t. its frame of reference based
purely on optical principles, by detecting extremely small deformations in the
shape of the outer surface, providing both high sensitivity and wide measurement
range (Table 7). It resembles in some aspects the human skin receptors’
response principles, in that it recognizes both high frequency content (up to
500Hz, which is half of maximum sampling frequency due to Nyquist theorem
limitation) and low-frequency temporal changes of applied force. Notice that no
information is provided regarding the contact point on the sensor, neither torques
are measured. Moreover, due to the sensor’s technology, its force measurements
become unreliable if the contact point is close to its base, leading to false
interpreatations. To address these shortcomings a technique for contact point
estimation is adopted, presented in Section 3.4.

Figure 9 . Optoforce’s 3-Axis Force Sensor: layers (left) and frame of reference
(right). Modified based on Source: http://optoforce.com/technology/

Table 7. Optoforce's 3-Axis Force Sensor Short Specifications. Full Specs here1.

Tangential {𝒇𝒙 , 𝒇𝒚 }

Normal {𝒇𝒛 }

Max Deformation

±1.5mm

2mm

Max Capacity

±20N

40N

Resolution

2mN

2.5mN

Max Sampling
Frequency

1000Hz

Optoforce sensors have all the characteristics required for our approach described
in the previous chapter, namely 3D force readings at a high sampling rate,
rendering our approach suitable for any sensor that has these properties.

1

http://optoforce.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/OMD-20-SE-40N-DATASHEET-1.5.pdf
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4.4 Dataset collection process
Two experiments were conducted using
the pill box object (Figure 10), with the
first containing either purely slipping or
purely stable datasets, while the second
comprising combined occurrences of slip
and stable measurements within each
dataset. The pill box object, apart from
being small and easy for experimental
setup, consists of a surface which is
neither sticky, nor slippery, being a wellsuited
representative
of
everyday
objects. Moreover, grasps that do not
involve form closure of the object, rely
on counteracting tangential forces, due
Figure 10. Experimental object: pill
to the object’s weight, with applied
box
normal forces, based on the friction
properties of the contacting surfaces. The pinch-like grasp, which is used to hold
the experimental object, as shown in Figure 11, is the most likely to contain
slippage occurrence, since all of the object’s weight is applied tangentially and
thus is being explored as being the most difficult case to deal with. This
procedure is relevant to object’s weight and object’s surface and shape. For most
objects, e.g. pillbox or bottle, the grasp is achieved by holding the object with an
opposing finger synergy, similar to the experiments conducted so far. However
the mechanism for contact point estimation, as described earlier, can address the
cases of holding an object with another finger configuration.
The first experiment composed of two distinct classes of datasets. On one side,
various stable states were recorded, namely the pill box was neither sliding nor
spinning, applying various normal forces (0.1𝑁, 0.2𝑁, 1.0𝑁, 2.0𝑁). On the other side,
several purely slip states were recorded, where the pill box was either sliding (in
a circular or linear path) or spinning, under different normal force profiles. The
motion causing slippage for the linear sliding and spinning was triggered by the
object’s weight, whereas the circular motion was induced by human hand. A
schematic overview is shown in Figure 11, while slip dataset details are presented
in Table 8.

Figure 11. Dataset characteristic collection process. (a) Left: linear sliding,
(b) Middle: spinning and (c) Right: sliding in circular motion.
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Table 8. Details of Slip Dataset for 1st Experiment.

SLIP

#
Dataset

Force (N)

Type

1

0.3

Linear slide

2

1.0

Linear slide

3

1.0

Rotation

4

0.4

Linear slide with disturbance

5

0.2-0.7

High speed linear slide (human)

6

0.2-0.4

Low speed linear slide (human)

7

0.3

Linear slide-

8

1.0

Linear slide-

9

1.0

Rotation

10

0.5

High speed circular slide (human)

11

0.2

Low speed circular slide (human)

The second experiment diminished human intervention and included datasets
containing both stable and slip instances. Two of the robot hand fingers were
holding the pill box stably in such a way that its weight was producing mostly
tangential forces w.r.t. sensor’s frame, while the third finger was slightly touching
the object from above, producing the labels for each dataset, to facilitate
supervised machine learning approaches. Again, various normal forces were
exerted as well as variations to object’s weight, by adding one or more coins.
Figure 12 depicts the setup for this dataset. Extraction of labels for this dataset is
presented in Annex I.

Figure 12. Top sensor acting as label for maintaining or breaking contact. The
other sensors provide the dataset measurements.
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4.5 Experimental Results
In this section, results for the accuracy of classifiers on measured datasets are
presented, where 60% of the dataset is used for training and 40% for testing.
The metrics used for evaluation are the Accuracy (𝐴𝐶𝐶) and Fscore (𝐹𝑆𝐶), which
are explained by the confusion matrix [28] in Table 9, where Accuracy is the ratio
of correct predictions to sum of samples and Fscore is the harmonic mean of
precision and recall-sensitivity, namely a better estimation of how well the
positive class (slip) is detected (True Positive), considering misclassified samples
of both classes (False Positive, False Negative).
Table 9. Confusion Matrix for True and Predicted Classes and the corresponding
metrics summarized, from which Accuracy and Fscore are used.

Predicted Class

True
Class

1

0, stable,
Negative
(𝑁)

True Negative
(𝑇𝑁)

False Positive
(𝐹𝑃)

Specificity or True
Negative Rate
𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑁𝑅 =
𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃

1, slip,
Positive (𝑃)

False Negative
(𝐹𝑁)

True Positive
(𝑇𝑃)

Sensitivity, Recall or
True Positive Rate
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃𝑅 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

Metrics

4.5.1

Metrics

0

Precision or
Positive
Predictive
Value
𝑇𝑃
𝑃𝑃𝑉 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃

Negative
Predictive
Value
𝑇𝑁
𝑁𝑃𝑉 =
𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁

Accuracy
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝐴𝐶𝐶 =
𝑃+𝑁
Fscore
𝑃𝑃𝑉 ∙ 𝑇𝑃𝑅
𝐹𝑆𝐶 = 2
𝑃𝑃𝑉 + 𝑇𝑃𝑅
2𝑇𝑃
=
2𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃

Curve Fitting Evaluation

Table 10 shows results of classification using the thresholds, computed as
described in the corresponding section of the previous chapter (3.3.1.3), to
classify samples from test dataset, by comparing them with the parameters of
fitted approximation curves on their FFTs, from which a window length of 511
frequencies is kept, omitting the DC component. Results for further window
lengths (namely leaving out more frequencies than just the DC) were computed
but not shown here, because they performed poorly and are not of particular
interest.
Results show that Fitting Classifiers may help towards slippage detection
achieving maximally up to 79% accuracy and 75% Fscore on Test set, depending
on the fitting method used. Classification accuracy of the best performing
method, namely exponential 𝐶𝑒1̇ (0) = 𝑎𝑏, seems satisfactory, however machine
learning approaches, which are presented subsequently, achieved better
performance and thus are preferred for the RAMCIP purposes.
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Table 10. Results for classification using thresholds extracted from Curve Fitting
on FFT, keeping 511 frequencies (without the DC).

METRIC
(BEST=1.0)

Linear
𝑪̇𝒍 (𝟎) = 𝒂

Exponential
̇ (𝟎) = 𝒂𝒃
𝑪𝒆𝟏

Double
Exponential
̇ (𝟎) = 𝒂𝒃 + 𝒄𝒅
𝑪𝒆𝟐

TRAIN

TEST

TRAIN

TEST

TRAIN

TEST

ACCURACY

0.66

0.64

0.78

0.79

0.68

0.70

FSCORE

0.54

0.49

0.74

0.75

0.53

0.56

4.5.2

Machine Learning Evaluation

Several classifiers have been trained using the Python programming language
and the Scikit-learn[29] library. Subsection 3.3.1.1 describes the feature symbols
𝑓
used below for the analysis, which are: 𝑡𝑓1 = |𝑓| = √𝑓𝑥 2 + 𝑓𝑦 2 + 𝑓𝑧 2 , 𝑡𝑓2 = | 𝑡⁄𝑓 |,
𝑛
𝑓𝑓1 (𝑥) = |𝐹𝐹𝑇(𝑥)|, 𝑓𝑓2 (𝑥) = [ℜ{𝐹𝐹𝑇(𝑥)} ℑ{𝐹𝐹𝑇(𝑥)}]. Evaluation of implemented
classifiers was done, for all possible combinations (4) of frequency features (ff)
with temporal ones (tf), for both evaluation metrics (Accuracy and Fscore). A 5fold cross-validation was performed, namely 5 different trainings with different
selections of training subsets, from which the mean and the standard deviation of
performance metrics have been recorded.
Table 11 shows the classification results for all classifiers, from where it becomes
obvious that the Ensemble MLP, which combines the decisions of the remaining
classifiers, performs best for all feature combinations. Moreover it seems that our
proposed temporal feature (𝑡𝑓2 ) improves performance of most classifiers,
whereas the attempted frequency feature (𝑓𝑓2 ) is performing slightly worse than
(𝑓𝑓1 ); nevertheless, classification accuracy of ensemble MLP remains high, above
94%.
Judging from these results the best approach, which is chosen for
RAMCIP, is Ensemble MLP, with 𝒇𝒇𝟏 (𝒕𝒇𝟐 ) features, achieving 99% accuracy
and 98% Fscore on test subset, while maintaining robustness as denoted
by cross-validation.
Additionally, the computational time for the above combination of features as well
as computing output of all classifiers to feed the Ensemble MLP, remains well
below 1ms, at least for the 64-bit machine, on which they were tested, which
resembles RAMCIP’s hardware.
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Table 11. Accuracy and Fscore of different classifiers, for different combination of
features, for all feature dimensions.

#

Classifier

1

𝒇𝒇𝟏 (𝒕𝒇𝟏 )

𝒇𝒇𝟐 (𝒕𝒇𝟏 )

𝒇𝒇𝟏 (𝒕𝒇𝟐 )

𝒇𝒇𝟐 (𝒕𝒇𝟐 )

ACC

FSC

ACC

FSC

ACC

FSC

ACC

FSC

K-NN

0.94

0.93

0.77

0.63

0.98

0.97

0.55

0.48

2

SVM (lin)

0.83

0.76

0.68

0.52

0.88

0.86

0.60

0.52

3

SVM (rbf)

0.74

0.76

0.58

0.60

0.77

0.61

0.59

0.59

4

GNB

0.61

0.45

0.68

0.56

0.55

0.56

0.56

0.56

5

LDA

0.83

0.77

0.65

0.48

0.91

0.90

0.51

0.44

6

QDA

0.83

0.75

0.58

0.68

0.74

0.70

0.59

0.63

7

MLP

0.97

0.96

0.74

0.64

0.82

0.92

0.68

0.69

8

Lasso

0.80

0.82

0.70

0.71

0.87

0.92

0.70

0.69

9

LinRegr

0.83

0.84

0.66

0.64

0.92

0.93

0.58

0.57

10

LogRegr

0.89

0.87

0.66

0.56

0.96

0.95

0.50

0.47

11

DecTrees

0.93

0.91

0.88

0.84

0.92

0.90

0.84

0.81

12

Ensemble
RandForest

0.85

0.80

0.78

0.68

0.81

0.77

0.72

0.57

13

Ensemble
Adaboost

0.96

0.95

0.95

0.92

0.98

0.96

0.94

0.94

14

Ensemble
custom MLP

0.98

0.98

0.96

0.94

0.99

0.98

0.97

0.96

Figure 13 and Figure 14 depict the above described results schematically, from
where it becomes clear that standard deviation of accuracy is kept low, at least
for the Ensemble MLP, highlighting the robustness of our choice.

Figure 13. Mean and Standard Deviation of Accuracy metric for all feature
combinations.
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Figure 14. Fscore metric for all feature combinations.

Finally, Figure 15 to Figure 18 also show the above presented results, in a more
intuitive manner, where dimensions are reduced to 2 for visualization purposes,
by keeping the 2 principal components of PCA on input dataset. In each subplot,
the performance of each classifier is presented. Red dots represent stable data,
while blue dots stand for slip data. The background of each subplot depicts the
decision region for 2 dimensions as well, where again red colour indicates stable,
while blue indicates slip. Resulting Accuracy metric of classification for 2
dimensions is shown at the lower left part of each subplot, whereas classification
for all dimensions is shown at the upper left part. From these figures one may
observe the different mapping (i.e. stable or slip) that is done, depending on the
features chosen as well as the classifier used. It becomes obvious that each
classifier has a different decision region and thus classification criteria, with some
classifiers (e.g. Logistic Regression) capturing a general pattern on the data,
while others (e.g. SVM or MLP) being more precise. However the best performing
ensemble MLP combines the decisions of the remaining classifiers exploiting the
advantages of each one while compensating for each one’s drawbacks.

Figure 15. Classification Accuracy for 𝒇𝒇𝟏 (𝒕𝒇𝟏 ) feature.
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Figure 16. Classification Accuracy for 𝒇𝒇𝟐 (𝒕𝒇𝟏 ) feature.

Figure 17. Classification Accuracy for 𝒇𝒇𝟏 (𝒕𝒇𝟐 ) feature.

Figure 18. Classification Accuracy for 𝒇𝒇𝟐 (𝒕𝒇𝟐 ) feature.
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5. Conclusions and future work
This deliverable presented the developed methodologies and their results as these
have been achieved at the current project stage in the scope of the RAMCIP Task
5.3 “Grasping monitoring and maintenance during transfer”. In particular, it
reports the methods which aim to establish the core grasping stability
maintenance of the RAMCIP robot.
Initially, the existing techniques for slippage detection have been reviewed and
presented, among which the most suitable for RAMCIP needs were adopted,
implemented and seemingly improved. In brief, friction and frequency based
techniques were considered, given the nature of tactile sensor (Optoforce sensor,
with 3D force measurements at high sampling rate) currently used by the RAMCIP
hand.
Before starting with detection approaches, input force signals had to undergo a
feature extraction procedure, in order to keep their most characteristic entities.
Apart from incorporating frequency features used in bibliography by SoA
approaches that were inspired by humans, who use skin mechanoreceptors for
detection of vibrations during slippage., we recommended novel features, inspired
by the physical properties of the contact.
Subsequently, the implemented slippage detection approaches were presented.
At first, an approximation of FFT by curve fitting was attempted, in case slippage
was linearly separable and using a threshold on characteristics of fitted curves
(gradient at start of signal) would be adequate. This technique proved mediocre,
with the exponential fit achieving a maximum of 75% classification accuracy.
For this reason, machine learning classifiers were chosen to address the problem.
Several classifiers have been implemented, among which Ensemble MLP was
chosen for RAMCIP, using our proposed novel features and achieving 99%
accuracy as well as 98% Fscore on test subset, while maintaining robustness as
denoted by cross-validation check.
As soon as the RAMCIP hand becomes again available for further
experimentation, online evaluation of the proposed method can be realised,
including more test objects, with diverse surface properties and weight
distribution, in order to be ready for assessment on the integrated RAMCIP robot
in the context of the project’s preliminary tests and pilot trials.
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Annex I Labelling procedure
In order to be able to train supervised classification models, labels as accurate as
possible must be provided for each input sample, namely in our case stable
(label=0) and slip (label=1). Our dataset, contains either pure samples, with label
either 0 or 1 for the whole sample length, or mixed samples with both stable and
slip occurrences. For the latter case, initially the signal from the “label” finger
sensor (touching object from above) was smoothed with a moving average
window (length 200), from where, starting as stable, the label is switched to slip,
if signal diverges from a region around initial value until signal enters a region
around its minimum value, as depicted in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Example of labelling slip region in input signal, containing both stable
and slip parts.
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Frequency Feature Selection

The reason for using the complex FFT instead of just its magnitude is that both
real and imaginary parts contain valuable information. If 𝐹 = 𝐹𝐹𝑇(𝑓), then
𝐹 = ℜ(𝐹) + ℑ(𝐹)𝑖 or 𝐹 = |𝐹|𝑒 −𝑖∠𝐹 . Figure 20 shows the contribution of magnitude
(|𝐹|) and phase of FFT (∠𝑭), using an example of signal reconstruction.

Figure 20. Example of importance of Real and Imaginary parts of FFT. Top: inital
signals whose FFT is considered, Middle: reconstructed signals using only
magnitude of FFT (|𝑭𝑭𝑻|), Bottom: reconstructed signals using only phase of FFT
(∠𝑭𝑭𝑻).

It becomes obvious that information is enclosed in both the real and imaginary
parts of FFT, with the phase keeping mostly the variations of the signal, while the
magnitude containing its volume. Although the magnitude of FFT is a
characteristic entity, it lacks the information of direction which may be important
for our purposes.
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Machine Learning Classifiers’ Details

The training of classifiers was done using Python’s library scikit-learn[29], whose
parameters are presented in Table 12, while details are beyond the scope of this
deliverable and publicly available online:

Table 12. Machine Learning Classifier’s function calls from Python’s Scikit-Learn
library.

#

Classifier

Python Function Call

1

K-NN

KNeighborsClassifier(5)

2

SVM linear

SVC(kernel=”linear”, C=0.025)

3

SVM rbf

SVC(gamma=2, C=1)

4

GNB

GaussianNB()

5

LDA

LinearDiscriminantAnalysis()

6

QDA

QuadraticDiscriminantAnalysis()

7

MLP

MLPClassifier(solver=’lbfgs’, alpha=1e-4,
hidden_layer_sizes=(10,2), random_state=1,
verbose=True

8

Lasso

LassoCV()

9

Linear Regression

LinearRegression()

10

Logistic Regression

LogisticRegression()

11

Decision Trees

DecisionTreeClassifier(max_depth=5)

12

Ensemble method:
Random Forests

RandomForestClassifier(max_depth=5,
n_estimators=10, max_features=1)

13

Ensemble method:
Adaboost

AdaBoostClassifier()

14

Ensemble method:
custom MLP

MLPClassifier(solver=’lbfgs’, alpha=1e-5,
hidden_layer_sizes=(13,2), random_state=1,
max_iter=500)
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